Abstract
Introduction
The work mechanism of traditional packetswitching networks is store and forward packets, but active networks [1, 2] are programmable and can perform customized computations on the messages flowing through them, which improves the flexibility of network greatly. Active nodes are provided with ability of computation. With the increase of network connections and arriving packets, active nodes are faced with more pressure of resource requirement, and congestion will occur more frequently in active nodes.
Traditional networks often use packet drop as an indication of network congestion. If a sender can't receive the feedback information in scheduled time, it will believe there may occur congestion in the network, and then decrease congestion window size and resend lost packets. The e2e congestion control is unfit for active networks, when active nodes run short of computing resources, the performance of e2e will go down obviously, that requires us to look for new congestion control solution by making use of programmable ability and flexibility of active networks.
Only in gateways, at the convergence of flows, is there enough information to control sharing and fair allocation. Thus, we view the gateway congestion detection algorithm as the next big step. The goal of this algorithm is to send a signal to the end nodes as early as possible [3] . The above is Van Jacobson's viewpoint about congestion control.
In active networks, active nodes are used as gateways. As active nodes have ability of computing, they can collect and analyze useful information within active networks. Moreover active nodes can produce control packets, through which congestion information and control strategies can be sent to corresponding nodes in time. In the paper, we mainly discuss congestion solution due to short of computing resources, and provide a congestion control mechanism based on hop-by-hop feedback, in which computing resources of active nodes can be managed by congestion feedback information dynamically.
Related work
There already have been some studies on congestion control with active networking, which can be classed into two directions. The one is find out a fungible transmitting path not containing the congestion node [4] ; the other is scheduling mechanism in active nodes, hop-by-hop mechanism using network inner information is the research hotspot of such direction, which can be classified into three types: hopby-hop window mechanism [5, 6] ; connection based onoff mechanism [7, 8] ; rate-based hop-by-hop mechanism [9, 10] .
The example showed in Fig.1 is about active nodes using dynamic routing which aims to allow route allocation and which ensures that networks resources Fig.1 Congestion recovery based on routing policy are used efficiently [4] . Packets, coming from node T ,by AN1-A-B-AN2, arriving at node R, are blocked at node A, AN1、AN2 and AN3 are active nodes. When AN1 detect congestion occur between AN1 and AN2, the information will be sent to active manage node, which will find out a instead route from AN1 to AN2 passing through AN3.
The other example showed in Fig.2 is about active congestion control(ACC) applying active networking to feedback congestion control on a high bandwidthdelay product network, shortening the feedback loop by filtering traffic in the network nodes near congestion [11] Fig.2 Congestion recovery based on flow filtering The two schemes improve congestion performance in some ways and give us some illumination, but they are not useful at any time. When there is not another route between AN1 and AN2, the first scheme is not valid. The second scheme will cause to lose many packets, and affect many nodes, the transmitting efficiency of network will be affected severely.
Congestion Control Model

Hop-by-hop feedback mechanism
The principle of e2e congestion control is: packets being discarded in congestion node, the sender can't receive feedback information from the receiver, so realizes network is blocked, and then will reduce congestion window. The shortcoming of the method is, firstly, the delay between congestion occurring and sender being aware of congestion is long, the situation becomes worse especially when the path includes more nodes. Secondly, because of uncertain character of delay, the mechanism can only offer best effort services, but can't guarantee the quality of services.
The hop-by-hop feedback mechanism proposed in the paper, which change sending rate by dynamically allocating computing resources of active nodes, belongs to rate-based hop-by-hop mechanism, the control principle is: when packets arrive at a node, they will be classified to different queues according to previous nodes, the node will monitor queue length, when a queue length increases to predefined value, the node consider packets coming from the upstream node are superabundant, may cause congestion, so sends feedback information to its upstream node. The upstream node will select a node according to its Influence Factor Matrix, and then decrease packets coming from the node. If necessary, the feedback will pass to upstream node hop-by-hop until control information arrives at sender and make sending rate decrease.
As showed in Fig.3 , T1、T2 and T3 are senders of packets, R is the receiver of packets. Supposing sending rate of T1 is the maximal of the three and queues in node B share computing resources fairly, the length of the queue relating to T1 in node B is the longest, with the increase of flow, when the length of the queue increases to predefined value, node B will implement congestion control, and send control information to node A. On the one hand, when node A receives control information, it will select the queue by querying Influence Factor Matrix and decrease the computing resources allocated to the queue, that will decrease packets sending rate from node A to node B. On the other hand, the decrease of transmitting rate of node A will make queue length of node A increase, once reaching a certain value, node A will send control information to node T1. In this way, congestion information is transmitted to the sender from the congestion node. Fig.3 Mechanism of hop-by-hop feedback The advantage of the scheme is: responding quickly to congestion, there is only one hop between congestion node and control node; losing few packets, the scheme affects flow and delay not observably; there are more active nodes participate in congestion control between congestion node and sender.
Influence Factor Matrix
In our scheme, each node possesses an Influence Factor Matrix modified by CUC (computing unit controller). When control node receives control information from congestion node, it will control the transmitting rate of corresponding queue by querying the value of the Influence Factor Matrix. Supposing an active node A has n neighbor nodes, Influence Factor Matrix is defined as below: Fig.4 Influence Factor Matrix The a 1,k of column k denotes the quality of packets which come from node 1, pass by node A, and have been transmitted to node K. The summation of elements of column k, a 1,k ＋ a 2,k ＋ … ＋ a n,k , denote the quality of packets which come from neighbor node of node A, and have been transmitted to node K by node A. That node K sends feedback information to node A indicates the quality of packets coming from node A is too much, it is necessary to reduce arriving rate of packets from node A. There are two methods to achieve the aim, one is to reduce computing rate of packets in all queues, which will slow down the packet flow from node A to node K. The other is to find out the queue that affects packet flow most by inquiring about the Influence Factor Matrix, and only control the flow of the queue, that will achieve the aim of reducing the flow to node K. The former relates to more end nodes, and influences network performance greatly, the latter relates only one end node, and carries out precise control.
Manage strategy for Influence Factor Matrix in node A: supposing L buf is the buffer length allocated to queue A in node K, our solution is to keep the value of a 1,k ＋ a 2,k ＋ … ＋ a n,k equal to L buf . When a 1,k ＋ a 2,k ＋ … ＋ a n,k < L buf , whenever node A transmits a packet to node K, there must be a element in column K of Influence Factor Matrix in node A, which value should be added by one, the value of a 1,k ＋ a 2,k ＋ … ＋ a n,k increases by one accordingly. When a 1,k ＋ a 2,k ＋ … ＋ a n,k = L buf , whenever node A transmits a packet to node K, there must be a element in column K of Influence Factor Matrix in node A, which value should be added by one. In order to keep the value of a 1,k ＋ a 2,k ＋ … ＋ a n,k equal to L buf , we must decrease the value of certain element at column K by one, the element is corresponding to the former K L buf packet. So we need to set up a output buffer in node A for each neighbor node, the length of the buffer is L buf , the element value of the buffer is the serial number of node. Whenever processing a packet, the output buffer will discard the first element, and add a new element at the end of the queue. In this way, the node can easily modify the Influence Factor Matrix according to lost elements and incremental elements.
Active Node Model
As shown in Fig. 5 , an active node is composed of a classifier, some buffer queues, a queue manager, computing units and a computing unit controller. Classifier, when a packet arrives at a node, it will be classified by the classifier and be sent to an input buffer queue according to its previous node.
Buffer queue, in our model, the strategy of congestion avoidance and congestion control is decided by buffer queues. The quantity of buffer queues in an active node is equals to the quantity of neighbor nodes of the node. That is, we supply a buffer queue for every neighbor node of current node. There include two parameters for a queue, buffer length and current queue length.
Queue manager, monitoring buffer queues and collecting information from queues. When the queue length goes beyond the critical value, the congestion control strategy will be started.
Computing unit, each unit is an integrated executing environment. Packets in the queue wait to receive services from Computing unit. The computed packet will be transmitted to next node.
Computing unit controller, according to received congestion control request from neighbor nodes, it decides computing resources allocation strategy, and in charge of modifying Influence Factor Matrix.
By monitoring buffer queues, an active node implements congestion forecasting. Once the length of a queue exceeds predefined value, the active node considers there is potential congestion in the node, and then according to the Influence Factor Matrix, notifies correlative previous nodes by sending control packet. When the previous neighbor node receives the packet, its computing unit controller will take step to slow down processing speed for corresponding queue. This will reduce congestion pressure to next node. In the same way, the congestion control information will be transmitted to its previous nodes. In the end, it will be transmitted to edge nodes. The edge nodes will notify applications to reduce packet-sending rate. Finally, congestion is eliminated. This is our principle of hopby-hop feedback congestion control model.
Congestion Control Strategy
Congestion avoidance and control strategy: firstly, setting critical congestion length for input buffers. By monitoring buffer queues, an active node performs congestion forecasting. Once the length of a queue exceeds predefined value, the active node estimates there is potential congestion in the node, and then notifies correlative previous nodes by sending control packet. When the previous neighbor node receives the packet, its computing strategy controller will take step to slow down processing speed to corresponding queue. This will reduce congestion pressure to next node. In the same way, the congestion control information will be transmitted to its previous nodes. In the end, the control information will arrive at edge nodes. The edge nodes will notify applications to reduce packet-sending rate. Finally, congestion is removed.
Congestion recovery strategy: when implementing congestion control strategy, the corresponding queue length in congestion node will decrease gradually. When the queue length decreases to a predefined value (we set the value of zero in the experiment), to improve utilization of node computing resources and network quality of services, it is necessary to start congestion recovery strategy. The actual operation is to send congestion recovery feedback packet to its previous node. After receiving the feedback packet, the node will start congestion recovery strategy, firstly, finding out the buffer queue which affects congestion most by inspecting the Influence Factor Matrix, then increase computing resources allocated to the queue. The action will increase the transmitting rate to the node, after a while of delay the queue length will increase gradually.
As there is delay in the process of control, to avoid congestion node sending control packet frequently, we introduce a timer to allay this action in the experiment. The principle is when a node sends a control packet, the timer will be started, only the timer is over, can a new control packet be sent again.
Simulation Experiment
In order to analyze hop-by-hop feedback congestion control performance, we set up a simulation model (seeing Fig. 6 ). Node A, node D and node E act as edge nodes, node B and node C act as active nodes, data flow from node A will be transmitted to node D via node B and C, data flow from node E will be transmitted to node D via node C. Fig. 6 Simulation Model Topology As data flow from node A and data flow from node E converge at node C, congestion maybe occurs in node C. Then node C will send control packet to node B or node A to adjust data flow rate towards node C.
The simulation experiment is designed as below: The buffer length for all queues in node B and C is 8; the transmitting delay between two neighbor nodes is 3ms; at the beginning of simulation, the original sending rate of node A is one packet every 3 milliseconds, after 150ms, node E begin to send packets to node D at the fixed rate of one packet every 5 milliseconds for 100ms. When the simulation clock goes to 600ms, the experiment is over. We implement the experiment with two congestion control methods, that is congestion control based on hop-by-hop feedback and congestion control based on e2e feedback. By changing processing packet rate of node B and C, we compare the experiment results of the two mechanisms.
When processing rate is one packet every 3ms, the computing resources of active nodes are abundant, the performance of e2e mechanism is good, the throughput of the connection is great, lost packets are few, and the delay is small; When processing rate is adjusted to one packet every 6ms, the computing resources of active nodes are becoming short, the queue length increases rapidly, RTT increases sharply, more packets are lost, the throughput of the connection fall greatly, it will take long time to remove congestion.
When processing rate is one packet every 3ms, the computing resources of active nodes are abundant, the performance of hop-by-hop mechanism is doable, the throughput of the connection is great, lost packets are few, and the delay is small; When processing rate is adjusted to one packet every 6ms, the computing resources of active nodes are becoming short, RTT almost keep the same as before, fewer packets are lost, the throughput of the connection fall reposefully.
The above experiments indicate that when there are plenty of computing resources, the performance of e2e mechanism is better, which can provide more throughput than hop-by-hop mechanism, and keep almost the same level in lost packets and RTT with hop-by-hop mechanism. When there are short of computing resources, the hop-by-hop mechanism is obviously better in throughput, lost packets and RTT than e2e mechanism.
The hop-by-hop feedback congestion control scheme responses quickly, when congestion occurs in a mid-node, the node will request previous node to reduce packet-sending rate. It is faster than traditional e2e strategy. The former reduces packet drop in transmission effectively. Hop-by-hop Feedback congestion control let more mid-nodes take part in congestion control. Computation resources can be allocated dynamically. The computation resources of a node are utilized sufficiently.
Conclusion and future research
In the course of research, we have deeply realized that in order to improve network performance, we must have a good scheme to manage and use computing resources, memory resources and bandwidth resources of networks. Active networks have the ability of flexible computing, and can monitor and manage the utilization of network resources. But this computing consumes network resources, how to keep balance between them is a problem that should be paid more attention to.
Experiment results indicate that when there are more connections in the active nodes, active nodes may be short of computing resources, hop-by-hop feedback mechanism has better performance than e2e mechanism. But hop-by-hop feedback mechanism is not better in all conditions. According to characteristic of active networks, we should use integrated control strategy, let network select different control strategy according to different condition can obtain better results than single control strategy.
In the paper, we attempt to solve the problem of congestion control of active networks by controlling the utilization of computing resources, and obtain elementary success. The next step, we will control the utilization of computing resources, memory resources and bandwidth resources together, and discuss how to provide QoS application in active networks.
